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If you’re like most people, buying a home represents your single
biggest investment – and debt. As such, the home buying
process can be one of the most exciting, but sometimes also
stressful, experiences you ever go through. This may be true
whether you’ve bought many homes or you’re looking to buy
your first, whether you’re in the market for a new primary
residence, an investment property or that perfect vacation
getaway.
 
Moreover, never has the real estate market offered more great
opportunities, or been fraught with more risks, then now. There
are many factors to consider and many decisions to make.
That’s why, when buying, it’s crucial for you to have all the
available resources necessary to make a well-informed decision,
together with the time required to make complete use of them.
That’s also why you should enlist the help of a trusted
REALTOR® who’ll be able to provide you with expert
consultation at each step of the buying process.
 
 
Generally, finding and purchasing a home includes the following
steps, some of which are examined in more detail throughout
this booklet:
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The Home Buying
Process
A BRIEF, STEP-BY-STEP OVERVIEW



1.  Define Your Goals & Begin Planning

Given that buying a home is such a big step, it’s all the more important for you to
educate and prepare yourself as much as possible in advance. This means clearly
determining why you’re buying and what kind of home you’re looking for. And because
buying and financing a home are so closely related, it also means examining your
current financial situation and projecting how much you can afford. 
 
Once you’ve answered these questions, even tentatively, you’ll be in a better position
to research your housing and mortgaging options, as well as create an action plan and
timelines for moving forward. You may want to do this yourself, but you may also
benefit by consulting an experienced REALTOR® right from the start who can walk
you through the entire process.

2.  Contact a REALTOR® 

Buying real estate is a complex matter at the best of times, given that there are so
many factors to consider and no two homes or transactions are alike. However, with
all the unique opportunities and potential pitfalls of the current market, it’s even more
important for you to contact a REALTOR® once you’ve definitely decided to buy.
 
In choosing a REALTOR® to guide you through the property search, financing,
negotiation and transaction processes, you should consider their local market
knowledge, experience and their level of commitment to you, the Buyer.  Choose an
agent who is committed to YOU and only you throughout your entire transaction!
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3.  Get Pre-Approved for a Loan

Generally, it is recommended that you get pre-approved for a loan before you start
viewing homes with the serious intention of buying. The pre- approval process
involves meeting with a lender and authorizing them to examine your current
financial situation and credit history. On the basis of this examination the lender will
provide you with a document that details how much you can borrow to buy a home.
 
Real estate financing is available from many sources, and an experienced REALTOR®
will be able to suggest lenders with a history of offering excellent mortgage products
and services. For more information about the benefits of pre-approval and the loan
process in general, see The Loan Process - Financing Your Home Purchase, on page 7.

4.  View Homes and Select the ONE

Simply put, the key to the home search process is knowing what features you’re
looking for.  To help you to target your search and define your home preference
priorities, this guide includes a Home Search (HomeQuest) Worksheet on page 12.
 
Identifying your desired features is an important first step; however, Buyers will soon
realize it is almost impossible to find 100% of one’s desired features in any home.  Try
to understand the “whys”, AKA “benefits”, behind your desired features so that you
may begin to prioritize “must-haves” vs. “nice-to-haves”.  While almost 90% of home
buyers begin their home search online based on features, your REALTOR® can help
you focus your efforts on benefits, which will ultimately lead you to THE home in
which you and your family will have long term happiness!
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5.  Write an Offer & Negotiate with Seller

Now that you’ve found the home you’d like to buy, it’s time to make an offer. Your
local real estate association, working with legal counsel, has developed the contracts
that are used for transactions in your area. These contracts enable you to specify a
sale price and also include many clauses for specifying various terms of purchase,
such as the closing and possession dates, your deposit amount, and other conditions.
You should carefully review these clauses with your REALTOR® to ensure that they
express your desired offer.
 
Once you’ve written the offer, you and your REALTOR® will present it to the seller
and/or the seller’s representative. At that point, the process – given that a home’s
eventual sale price is subject to supply and demand – will depend on the kind of
market you’re in. Generally though, the seller can accept your offer, reject it, or
counter it to initiate the negotiation process. Successive counter-offers, with
deadlines for responding and meeting conditions, will be exchanged between you and
the seller until a mutually-satisfactory agreement is reached.
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6.  Close the Deal

If you’ve efficiently taken care of everything connected with purchasing your new
home, the experience of taking ownership will be a positive joy with no surprises. Key
steps to the closing, also referred to as the “escrow” or “settlement”, include:
 
• Getting a Title Search – an historical review of all legal documents relating to
ownership of the property – to ensure that there are no claims against the title of the
property. It is also necessary to purchase Title Insurance in case the records contain
errors or there are mistakes in the review process.
 
• The Final Walkthrough – you’ll be given the chance to look at the home to make sure
it’s in the same condition as when you signed the sale agreement.
 
• The Settlement – typically, on the Closing Date you’ll go to a lawyer’s office to verify
and sign all the paperwork required to complete the transaction. The settlement will
include paying your closing costs, legal fees, property adjustments and transfer taxes.
At that point, you’ll receive the property title and copies of all documentation
pertaining to the purchase.
 
Oh, and the most important step of ALL – you’ll get the keys!! In most cases,
Possession Date will fall within a couple days, at which point you’ll be able to move
into your new home!!
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To Buy or Not
to Buy
CONSIDERATIONS FOR FIRST-TIME HOME
BUYERS

Buying your first home is a major step.
There’s a lot you need to know to make the
right decisions – and also to avoid making
the wrong ones. And that’s particularly true
in this current buyers’ market, when there
are so many homes available and sellers
have such diverse motivations.
 
The good news is that if you know what
you’re doing, or if you’re working with a
highly experienced REALTOR® who does,
this market offers fantastic opportunities to
get a great home at a great price.
 
 

Although there are periodic market
drops, historically owning a home has
been a prime financial investment
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Owning vs. Renting

Without question, owning a home comes
with responsibilities and risks that you don’t
have to worry about when you rent, such as
a mortgage, taxes, homeowner’s insurance,
maintenance and repairs, to name a few.
However, financial advisors – not to mention
homeowners themselves – say there are far
more advantages to owning:
 
 

Owning a home isn’t just a good
investment in financial terms, it’s also an
investment in a higher quality of life –
particularly if you have a family or if
you’re planning one

You can take advantage of many ongoing
tax benefits, like deducting the interest
on your mortgage and property taxes
from your income tax

Historically, it has trended that over
time, you’ll lose money by renting
instead of owning your own home. Why
not build up equity in a home instead of
paying your landlord’s mortgage?

There is a special kind of pride in the
ownership and upkeep of a home that
you won’t get with renting

At the end of the day, it just feels good to
own your own home. You can decorate it
any way you like, renovate, personalize your
landscaping, whatever!
 



Unless you’re one of the rare few able to pay
cash for your home, central to buying is
finding the right lender and mortgage
product. There are many different kinds of
lending institutions, offering a wide range of
loans and special programs. In fact, you
should diligently research your options and
shop around for a mortgage with as much
care as you take when looking for a home.
 
Here are the main steps to securing the
mortgage that best suits your needs.

Sad to say, but we’re currently in a time
when many people are suffering the
consequences of having made poor – and
perhaps ill-advised – mortgage decisions.
That’s why it’s crucial for you to learn as
much as you can about your mortgage
options.
 
There are myriad loan types and programs
available through thousands of banks,
finance companies, credit unions, and other
assorted lenders. Not surprisingly, there are
just as many sources of information about
mortgages. Websites like REALTOR.com®,
books, news articles, seminars, mortgage
brokers, lenders, and knowledgeable
REALTORS® can all help you make your way
through the labyrinth of financing
possibilities, so make use of them. And be
sure to get a few opinions.
 
In short, do your homework before you put
your name on the line, because what you
don’t know could hurt you.
 
 
 

FINANCING YOUR HOME PURCHASE

The Loan Process
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EDUCATE YOURSELF ABOUT THE OPTIONS



SINCERELY EXAMINE YOUR FINANCIAL
SITUATION

Together with educating yourself about your
loan options, you should be asking yourself
how much mortgage and down payment you
can really afford. Make yourself accountable.
What might you be giving up – not just every
month, and also perhaps 20 years down the
road – by extending yourself further? Maybe
taking on a larger mortgage will pay off
greatly as an investment, maybe it won’t. Be
sure to weigh the risks and opportunity
costs.
 
One other point to note is that some lenders
will qualify you for the maximum they’re
willing to lend which, however, may be more
than you can truly afford given all your other
responsibilities. Additionally, be sure to
factor all related taxes, insurance,
improvements, homeowner fees and all
other potential costs into the equation. The
bottom line is that you should make a list of
your monthly expenses, as well as project
your financial commitments during the life
of the mortgage. This will provide a realistic
figure of what you can afford.
 
In shopping for a loan, you should consider
two main sources: direct lenders and
mortgage brokers. Direct lenders have the
money and make the decisions, but have a
limited number of in-house products to
offer. Brokers are intermediaries who charge
a fee, but who can provide you with loan
options from many sources and can often
save you money overall. In this case, you
might consult your REALTOR® as they may
have some beneficial connections.
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Generally, there are two ways you can go: a fixed-rate mortgage with an interest rate that
remains the same for the life of the loan, or an adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM) with a rate
that adjusts up or down, depending upon economic trends.
 
The advantages of a fixed-rate mortgage – particularly if you lock in at a low rate – are that
they protect you against the risk of rising interest rates, and their stability can also make it
easier for you to plan and budget your short and long-term expenses. Their down side is
that they generally have higher rates than ARMs at any given time, and by locking in you run
the risk of being trapped at a relatively high rate if interest rates fall.
 
Another main consideration with a fixed-rate mortgage is the term. Shorter term
mortgages, like a 15-year, have lower rates than a 30-year. The shorter term and lower rate
mean that you’ll pay less interest over the life of the loan, although your monthly payments
will generally be higher.
 
On the other hand, an adjustable-rate mortgage’s (ARM) rate is commonly based on the U.S.
Treasury index for a one-year Treasury bill, although it may also be geared to other indexes.
Generally, lenders add 2-4% to the index rate to get their ARM rate. Initially, the rate is
lower than the fixed rate by a quarter point to two points or more. This rate will periodically
adjust within set limits or “caps” that are specified by the terms of the loan.
 
Finally, it must be reiterated that the loan you ultimately qualify for will depend on your
credit status. The best rates and terms are only available to those with solid credit so, if
possible, pay off your credit cards and make all other bill payments in full and on time.
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BASIC MORTGAGE OPTIONS



Once you’ve reached an agreement with a seller to buy a home you’ll have all the details you
need to formally apply for a mortgage.
 
When you meet with your chosen lender to complete the application you’ll need to provide
information – if you didn’t during the pre-approval process – about your household income,
job tenure and stability, assets and existing debt, and regular expenses. This may take the
form of pay stubs, bank and investment statements, tax returns and other documentation.
The lender will also check your credit status.
 
During the application process you’ll discuss your different loan options and programs you
qualify for, as well as finalize the size of your down payment. If you place less than 20%
down, the lender may require the mortgage to be guaranteed by a third party such as the
Veterans Administration (VA), the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) or a private
mortgage insurer (PMI).
 
Generally, because there are so many considerations and so much at stake, make sure you
bring all your questions to the table, and this includes asking the lender to explain all terms
of the mortgage. You may find that having a trusted and knowledgeable REALTOR® by your
side to explain every aspect of the mortgage contract will increase your peace of mind.
 
Lastly, if you qualify for the loan you’re seeking, the lender will often have the home you’re
buying professionally appraised to ensure that it is worth the purchase price.
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APPLYING FOR THE MORTGAGE



Many REALTORS® are buyer specialists who
focus on helping people successfully find
and buy the homes they’ve always wanted.
One benefit of using their services is that
they hear about listings right when they
come on the market – in fact, sometimes
even before they’re on the market. And
that’s just the first step. When they work for
you they will:

Expect Great Service From Your
REALTOR® 

Educate you about Buyer Agency,
outlining their professional
responsibilities to you, including
complete Disclosure, Loyalty,
Confidentiality, Obedience and
Accountability

Help you explore your financing options
and, if required, refer you to some
excellent mortgage professionals so you
can make the best possible mortgage
decision

Save you time by regularly searching the
market for affordable homes that meets
your criteria

View homes with you and provide
comparative analysis. They can also refer
you to expert home inspectors that will
provide more in-depth analysis and
advice

Provide consultation in relation to your
written offer to purchase a home, with all
terms approved by you

Negotiate the best possible price and
terms for you and take care of all the
documentation details

Keep you fully informed about all
activities that lead to the transaction
closing

Assist you, if necessary, in finding any
home-related services you need.
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find your perfect home!!
JenLibuttiH

om
es.com

HomeQuest Form
In order to provide you with the finest service and results possible, it is essential to
start with a strong foundation of understanding.  Please provide the following
information:

Name ____________________________________________________________

Email ____________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________

Phone ____________________________________________________________

Children's Names & Ages ____________________________________________

Primary Reason for Buying __________________________________________

Do You Own Real Estate? Y / N How Many Properties? ___ Mthly Pmt $____

Describe Your Current Home  ________________________________________

 

PERSONAL INFO

DESIRED FEATURES

Type of Home?  (Circle)     Detached House     TownHome      Condo

How Many Bedrooms? ______  How Many Bathrooms? ______  

Garage Size? _______ Car  Minimum Sq Ft? _______  # of Stories? ________

Describe the Yard __________________________________________________

Circle the Features Important to You:    Pool / Spa / RV Space / Pet Area /

Grass Patio / Living Room / Dining Room / Family Room / Den (Bonus

Room) / Office / Walk-In Closet

Which Rooms are Most Important to You?   _____________________________

Why? ____________________________________________________________

Describe Special Features You Would Like in Your New Home  ____________

__________________________________________________________________

Storage or Space Needed?  ___________________________________________

Cities or Areas Preferred?  ___________________________________________

Price Range?  $____________ (Min)  to  $_____________ (Max)

Desired Monthly Payment Range?  $_________ (Min)  to  $__________ (Max)

Down Payment?  $___________  Source of Down Pmt?  __________________

What Do You Expect From a Professional Realtor?  ______________________

__________________________________________________________________
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Direct:  (949) 324-9971
Email:  Jen@JenLibuttiHomes.com

Website:  JenLibuttiHomes.com

ServingSoCalHeroes.com
 

27742 Vista Del Lago
Suite J1

Mission Viejo, CA . 92692

H
Meet Your Agent

                          i! I am Jen Libutti, and I am
a REALTOR® who serves South Orange
County and the surrounding area.  I am
most proud to be an affiliate real estate
specialist with Homes for Heroes®, which 
which allows me to give back to heroes who sacrifice every day to serve our
communities by giving back when they buy or sell a home.  Not only do heroes
themselves benefit through the program, but for every transaction, a portion of
the transaction is donated to the Homes for Heroes Foundation which helps
struggling heroes in the community.

LET'S GET IN TOUCH!
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